
Manual 

FS50L Series 
High performance permanent magnet 

synchronous inverter 

Function & Parameter Table 

The functional parameters of FS50L series inverters are grouping by function, total 

15 groups from PO-PP. Each functional group includes several function codes. Function 

codes adopt three-level menu, for example, "P5-03" means 3rd function code of the 

functions in group P5. 

For convenience of setting function codes, while operating with operation panel, 

function group number corresponding first-level menu, function code number 

corresponding second-level menu, and function cade parameters corresponding third-level 

menu. 

I. Contents note of function table is described as below:

First column "function code": Functional parameter set and parametric number;

Second column "name": Full name of functional parameters; 

Third column "setting range": Valid set value range of functional parameters;

Fourth column "factory default": Original factory default of functional parameters;

Fifth column "modify" : Alteration property of functional parameters ( whether or not

it is permitted to modify and modification conditions) and the explanations are described 

as below: 
" * " it means the setting value of this parameter can be modified when inverter 

is in stop or running state; 

" • " it means the setting value of this parameter cannot be modified when inverter 

is in running state; 

"**" it means the numerical value of this parameter is practical detection record 

value, and cannot be modified; 

"##" it means the numerical value of this parameter is "factory parameter", and 

is limited to be set by manufacturers. Users are prohibited about such 

operation. 

Sixth column "No. " : Serial number of this function code in the whole function 

codes, as well as the store address in communication. 

(Inverters have already made automatic inspection constraint about the modification 

property of all parameters, which can help users to avoid faults in modification. ) 

2. "Factory default" refers to the numerical value after function code parameters are

renovated when you take factory reset operation; but the actually detective parameter 

values or recorded values won't be renovated. 

3. To make more effective parameter protection, inverters provide password

protection for function codes. After users set password ( the parameter of user password, 

F07. 00 set to non-0), and press PRGM/ESC to enter into user parameter editing state, 

the system will enter into user password authorization state, and display "0. 0. 0. 0. 0. " . 

The manipulator must input user password correctly, or he cannot get access to it. In the 

unlocked state of password protection, user assword can be altered at any time, and user 

password will be confirmed as the last input numerical value. When F07. 00 is set to 0, 

user password can be canceled; while power on, PP-00 set to non-0, then parameters 

are protected by password. 

4. While function code parameters are altered with serial communications, any 
functions of user password still keep to above regulations. 
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